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A new mechanism for nuclear excitation is studied theoretically by considering the de
excitation of electronic states of atom. When an electron of inner shells is kicked off by the 
bombarded electron or X ray, an electron of the adjacent shells immediately jumps into the 
vacancy. The energy corresponding to the difference of the binding energies for these two 
shells, E 1 - E 2, is usually carried away by the emitted characteristic X ray or the Auger electron 
which is ionized from an outer shell. There is, however, another possibility of this energy 
release by exciting a nuclear state. That is, the nuclear ground state is excited to the higher 
energy level by receiving the excess energy of the electronic state by means of electromagnetic 
interactions between nucleus and electrons. A theory is made for this process, and it is found 
that the probability of this process is extremely small in most of the cases, but it will be 
appreciable, if the interaction energy is approximately equal to the energy mismatch EN-CE1-E2), 
where EN is the nuclear excitation energy. An example of 28;U is discussed in connection 
with a possible separation of 2a;u from uranium isotopes. 

§ I. Introduction 

If an atom with several electrons is excited in that an orbital electron of a 
lower level is raised to a higher level, an· X ray is usually emitted, while an 
electron of the adjacent shells jumps into the vacancy. Instead, the interactions 
with electrons in the higher shells lead to the ejection of latter. electrons into a 
continuous spectrum. This process competes with the· emission of the photon, 
and it is called the Auger electron emission. In this paper, we wish to point 
out that there is a third process of the deexcitation mechanism, which we call 
the nuclear excitation by electron transition. The possibility of this process may 
be understood as follows: In the process of deexcitation of the atomic system, 
an electron emits a photon. If this is a real photon, it is the X-ray emission. 
If the photon is virtual and it is absorbed by an electron of an outer shell, this 
electron is ejected to the continuous energy state, and it is called the Auger 
process. Under a certain condition, a virtually emitted photon is absorbed by a 
nucleus, and the nucleus is excited. 

This is shown in a more picturesque way in Fig. 1, where a line refers to 
the nuclear level and the lines with circles refer to electron levels. The line 
with two solid circles represents symbolically the closed shell with 2j + 1 elec
trons (j being the total angular momentum of the orbital electron), and the open 
circle indicates an electron hole. In Fig. 1 (a) there is an electron hole with 
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Fig. 1. Deexcitation mechanism of the electron system. A line refers to the nuclear level and the 
lines with circles refer to the electronic levels. The line with two solid circles represents sym· 
bolically the closed shell with 2j+l electrons, except for the top level which may not be com· 
pletely filled, and the open circle indicates the electron hole. In the initial state in Fig. 1 (a), 
there is an electron hole in an inner shell. ·There are three final states: X· ray emission in Fig. 
l(b), Auger electron emission in Fig. l(c) and nuclear~~citation in Fig. l(d). 

binding energy E 1 which can be made, for example, by bombarding the atom by 
X rays or electrons. In the process of the deexcitation where the orbital elec
tron with binding energy E, jumps down to E 1 level, there is an emission of the 
X ray in Fig. 1 (b), an emission of the Auger electron in Fig. 1 (c), or the nu
clear excitation in Fig. 1 (d). (In principle, two levels with E 1 and E, need not 
to be adjacent.) In these three processes, the energy conservation should be 
satisfied. Therefore, the X-ray energy is equal to (E1 - E,) in the X-ray emis
sion, In the Auger process, this energy is equal to the sum of the ionization 
energy and the kinetic energy .of the electron. In order to realize the nuclear 
excitation, the excitation energy EN should be equal to (E1 - E,). (More preci
sely, the energy difference EN- (E1 - E2) should not be too large compared with 
the interaction energy of nuclear and electronic states. This will be seen later.) 
Besides this energy conservation, the spin and parity of the resultant system 
should be conserved. 

As a similar problem, the nuclear fine structure in the muonic atom was 
studied theoretically/"'> and the nuclear excitation due to deexcitation of the muo
nic levels has been observed already in the muonic X-ray experiments.8> Accord
ing to a theory of the nuclear excitation by electron transition which will be 
developed in this paper, the probability of this process is extremely small in most 
of the cases, but it will be appreciable, if the required conditions are reasonably 
fulfilled. 

· Experimental verification of this process involves two physical implications: 
One is to open a new field of spectroscopy which may be called the nucleo
atomic spectroscopy, in addition to the conventional atomic and nuclear spectro-
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scopies, since our study concerns with deexcitation of the electronic level and 
the excitation of the nuclear level. As a consequence we can study the inter
actions between the nucleus and electrons and the nuclear structure problems. 
The other problem, which may be of more practical interest, concerns with purifi
cation of certain isotopes, such as 285U. In the deexcitation of the nuclear first 
excited state the 285U atom emits an internal conversion electron. 'After emission, 
this atom is in a chemical form different from· that of the other uranium atoms. 
This is because one of the valence electrons is internally ~onverted. A possibility 
of chemical separation of 235U from the other uranium isotopes has been pointed 
out by Otozai, if we can excite the 285U nuclei.4l The nuclear excitation by elec
tron transition can, in principle, supplies us with- excited states of 285U by bom
barding the mixture of uranium isotopes with X rays or electrons. 

Now we will construct a theory of nuclear excitation by electron transition. 
First we discuss the mixing of the atomic levels by perturbation due to the in
teraction between the nucleus and electrons in § 2. Next we c~;tlculate the pro
bability of formation of the nuclear excited state in § 3. An example of 285U is 
numerically studied in § 4, and discussions are .given in § 5. 

§ 2. Configuration mixing of quantum states due to perturbation 

In this section we make a theory of nuclear e~citation by electron transition. 
In this particular phenomenon, the nucleus and the orbital electrons are involved. 
Therefore, we have to study the resultant system of the nucleus and electrons, 
and the electromagnetic transition between different states of this resultant sys
tem. In the formulation we assume that the branching ratio of this process com
pared with the X-ray and Auger electron emissions is so small that we can adopt 
various approximations which make the theory simpler. 

In the following we have c/.h for the wave function of the ground state of 
nucleus and ¢2 for that of the excited state with excitation energy EN. The 
wave function of (Z -1) electrons is denoted by 

which is antisymmetrized with respect to (Z-1) electrons. The subscript i re
fers to the state where the electron of the i-th orbit in the Z-electron system is 
vacant. Therefore, the energy of ¢£ is (mc2 - Et) less than the ground-state energy 
Ez of the Z-electron system. Here mc2 is the rest mass energy of the electron, 
and Et is the binding energy of the i-th orbit. For simplicity, we omit (Ez- mc2), 

and the energy of the state ¢£.is written as Et where 

The wave function 1Jf of the resultant system of the nucleus and electrons 
1s assumed to be the product of individual wave functions 
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Fig. 2. Energy levels. 

1Jf = 1/V/;o, 1/hifh, I/Jt¢a, · · ·, ¢a¢o, C/Ja¢h C/Ja¢2, · · · · 

In Fig. 2, energy levels are shown. The energy levels for nucleus and electrons 
are given in Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b), while the resultant system 1Jf has the energy 
level given in Fig. 2 (c). 

The electromagnetic transitions between dJiferent 1Jf states in Fig. 2 (c) are 
the X-ray emission and the Auger process in the lowest approximations. There
fore, these transitions are represented by ¢1¢i~cp1¢1 . (For the Auger process, we 
have to use ¢i¢/ instead of cpi¢1• Here ¢/ refers to the state where the elec
tron hole jumps up to the j-th orbit and one ol the outer-shell electrons moves 
out in the continuum state. For simplicity, these two states are written by the 
same symbol ¢1.) Similarly there are transitions ¢2¢i~¢2¢1. We are discussing 
the case where the electron transition is considerably faster than the nuclear 
gamma decay ¢2¢t~¢1¢i, or the internal conversion process ¢a¢i~¢1¢1 (or more 
precisely, ¢1¢/). 

In the case which we are interested in, the nuclear excitation energy is near
ly equal to the difference of binding energies of electrons, 

In this' case the sum of the unperturbed energies of the nuclear state and the 
electron system is given by 

for the state 1Jf1 = ¢1¢1 

and 

Here 1J!"1 refers to the state where the nucleus is in the ground state and the 
electron hole is in the orbit with Eb 1Jf2 refers to the state where the nucleus is 
in the excited state and the electron hole is in the orbit E 2• (see Fig. 2 (c).) 
In the case where the energies of 1J!"1 and 1Jf2 are nearly degenerated, these two 
states are no longer the eigenstates of the energy. We have to take into account 
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the interactions between lJ"1 and lJ'2, and the true eigenstates are two linear com
binations of lJ"1 and lJ'2, which are obtained by the diagonalization of the energy 
matrix. Figure 2 (d) shows a schematical energy level of the resultant system 
of the nucleus and electrons which is perturbed by interactions. 

According to the standard perturbation cal'culation, we have eigenfunctions 
by the diagonalization of the 2 X 2 energy matrix, as the following linear com
binations of the unperturbed wave functions lJ"1 and lJ'2: 

(/)1 = lJ"1 cos 8 + lJ"2 sinO , 

(/)2 = - lJ"1 sin 8 + lJ'2 cos 8 . (1) 

The mixing ratio can be determined by angle 8 as 

cos e sin 8= (lJ'2IH'IlJ'1) ~ (1/J,¢2IH'I¢1¢h) E' 
E((f)1) - E ((f)2) E(lJ'1) - E(lJ'2) E (lJ'1) - E(lJ'2) 

(2) 

Here E((/)1) denotes the energy for the state (f)h etc. The interaction Hamil
tonian H' is assumed to be very small, and. therefore we have 

i=1, 2. 

We will evaluate the mixing angle (j for a possible nuclear excitation by as
suming the Coulomb interaction as H', 

(3) 

Here rN is the position vector of the nucleus and r. is that of the electron which 
is relevant for the transition. 

Before we perform an explicit ·calculation of Eq. (2), we shall discuss the 
probability of formation of the nuclear excited state ¢2• 

§ 3. Probability of formation of nuclear excited state 

In the presence of perturbation H', we have obtained eigenstates (/)1 and (/) 2 

m Eq. (1). If there are no other degenerated states, we have a series of eigen
states for resultant atomic system, lJ'0, (/)h (/)2, lJ'a, lJ'4, • • •• Here lJ"1 is one of the 
states in Fig. 2 (d) which have the form 1/Jk¢1• Transitions take place from the 
higher energy states to the lower ones, in this series. The transitions among 
these states are again emissions of X ray or Auger electron, and the electron 
hole jumps up until it reaches to the utmost outer shell. Our problem is to cal
culate how many percent of the nuclear states remains in its excited state at the 
end of the electron transitions. 

Now let us start the discussion from the electrically neutral atom with atom
ic number Z. First an electron of the closed shell is kicked off by the bom
barded electron or X ray. In this instance, the wave function of the (Z-1) elec
trons is denoted by ¢£. Therefore, the resultant system of the nucleus and (Z -1) 
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electrons is given by P'1 = c/.hr/h or 

P'1 = ai1 cos ()- ai2 sin () , (4) 

where we have used Eq. (1). That is, the creation of the electron hole in the 

orbit with E 1 corresponds to the prodqction of the eigenstates ai1 and ai2 in a ratio 

cos2(J/sin2(J. (The interaction should be completed before the state 1JI1 decays into 

lower states. This condition is satisfied, since we are discussing the case where 
tlie interaction energy is larger than the line width of the state (h) As is shown 

in Fig. 2 (d), these two states decay by ·emitting the X rays and Auger electrons. 
These transitions are again the following types of transitions: 

U>1) 
and 

(k>2) (5) 

The nuclear deexcitation 

C/hf/h _____; i/J1r/J2 

is again assumed to be slower than the processes (5). The higher-order processes 

(k>2) 

are also omitted. If we write Eq. (1) explicitly, we have 

ai1 = r/-hr/Jl cos () + c/12r/J2 sin () , ~ 

ai2 = - rfhr/J1 sin () + rfh¢2 cos () . (6) 

That is, both two states contain the rfhr/J2 component so that . the transitions of 

these states to cjJ2r/Jk are allowed by means of the process (5). For example, the 

transition amplitude for ai1 is given by 

(¢2r/Jk1Hintl ai1) =sin() (¢2r/JkiH;ntl¢2r/J2) 

=sin (}(r/JkiE11r/J2) =M2 sin(). (7) 

The interaction Hamiltonian Hint is one for the radiative and nonradiative transi
tions. The main part of the transition amplitude is presumably the electric di

pole component, which is symbolicallST represented by a matrix element M 2. The 

subscript 2 stands for the nuclear excited state ¢2. The state ¢2r/Jk decays suc

cessively to lower states until the electron hole reaches to the utmost outer shell, 

where the electronic system is stable. During this period of the electronic tran

sitions, the nucleus is still in the state ¢2. That is, the nucleus is produced in 
its excited state. This state decays later by emitting a gamma ray or a conver

sion electron and goes back to the ground state ¢1. Therefore, the probability 

of the formation of the excited . state is determined by the decay rates of ¢2r/J2 
components in ai1 and ai2. 

The production rate of the nuclear excited state ¢2 is proportional to the 
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decay probability times the initial state density. Since the state !01 is produced 
with a ratio cos2() initially and its decay rate Is proportional to the square of 
Eq. (7), the production rate of ¢2 through !01 is 

IM2I 2 sin2() cos28. 

In the same way, the production rate through !02 IS 

IMal 2 cos28 sin28. 

(If these transitions !01~¢2¢3, !02~¢2¢s. etc., take place, additional X rays should 
be observed, as is shown in Fig. 2 (d). Experimentally this is not the case. This, 
however, does not mean the prohibition of these transitions. Instead, the transi
tions rates for these processes are extremely small compared with regular transi
tions, such as ¢1¢1~¢1¢1.) 

In a similar consideration we have the production rates of the ground-state 
nucleus in the transitions !01 ~¢1¢1 and !02~¢1¢" respectively, given by 

and 

with 

where the subscript 1 for the matrix element refers to the nuclear ground state 
¢1• 

Finally the production rate of the excited state of the nucleus versus that 
of the ground state is given by 

P= IM2I 2 2 cos28 sin28. 
I M1l 2 cos4() + sin48 

(8) 

As a matter of fact, we have to consider the summation over k for the different 
final states ¢k, and similarly the summation over j for the different final states 
¢1. This means that IM2 12/IM1 12 in Eq. (8) should read 

For simplicity we keep the expression (8) unchanged. As a consequence, 1Mil 2 

(i = 1 or 2) should be the pr'obability of annihilation of the state ¢i (or equiva
lently the probability of annihilation of th~ electron hole in the orbit with bind
ing energy Ei). The ratio IM2 12/IM1 12 can, in .principle, be calculated, and it is 
also obtainable experimentally. If we put tan2() = x, we can simplify Eq. (8) as 
follows: 

for x~1. (9) 

Now let us explain the above process of the formation of the nuclear excited 
state again by the schematic diagrams in Fig. 3. · In Fig. 3 (a), an orbital elec-
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Fig. 3. Energy levels. 

tron IS kicked off by the bombarded electron or X ray. As a consequence, the 

state 1J!1=c/Jlc/h is produced in Fig. 3(b). Since the energy of 1J!2 state in Fig. 

3 (c) has almost the same energy as that of 1J!h these two states interact with 

each other, and the energy eigenstates should be the linear combinations of the 

two states of Figs. 3(b) and 3(c}. The 1J!1 component in @1 or @2 decays into 

the state 1J!i or into 1J!1 by emitting an Auger electron or X ray, and the electron 

hole. is .successively moving up to an appropriate orbit which is not necessarily 

the a9jacent level to 'the initial level of the electron hqle. The hole may skip 

several levels and it may move up to any higher level which has <m appropriate 

value of theo spin and parity for the allowed electromagnetic transitions. Suc

cessi\z:e ~transitions of the .1J!i component are indicated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), 

and they t«i)rminate when the electron hole reaches to the top level. Finally, the 

nucle(!r excited state ¢2 emits the gamma ray and the nucleus is in the ground 

state ¢I> as is shown in Fig. 4(c). 

Auger electron 
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-e-o- Xray ___......._ 
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--....- ------l/Jz- l/Jz-
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Fig. 4. Successive transitions of 1Jf2 component in IIJ1 and lllz. 

§ 4. Numerical results for 236U 

This sort of nuclear excitation mechanism is already seen in the muonic 

atom. The muon mass Is 207 times the electron mass so that the muon is lo-
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cated at 207 times nearer distance from the nucleus_ than the electron. There
fore, the Coulomb interaction E' in Eq. (2) is quite strong, and the mixh}g of 
the unperturbed states in Eq. (1) is large .enough to produce a strong dynamic 
nuclear excitation in certain nuclei. The energy which is released from the muon 
on the occasion of the muonic transition' between two muonic orbits is transferred 
to the nucleus with a high probability. 

In our case, the energy which is released from the electron on the occasion 
of the transition of the electron hole is transferred to the nucleus. Normally 
this transformation takes place with a negligibly small_probability, since the elec
trons are located at a distance far from the nucleus and the Coulomb energy in 
Eq. (2) is vanishingly small, and we cannot observe the nuclear excitation by 
this electron transition. However, if the atomic number Z becomes larger, the 
radius of the electron- orbit will be smaller, and we can expect, at least, a pos
sibility of nuclear excitation. 

In this section, we show a possible nuclear excitation by electron transition 
in ~811U. First of all we· point out two examples of energy level matching: 

Et-Es=EN. 

312+113.1 keV 

vz+ ~eV,26 min 
712 0 

Nucleus 

5a 

6d112 §OrN 3.3 rN 
6Pm • • 33rN . . 

"'ll728oN 
_L"' 

2p112 17,168 eV 

Electrons 
·5b 

The energy level for 2811U nucleus 
is given in . Fig. 5 (a) where the 
first excited state is the 26 min state 
at (30 ± 3) e V, and the second ex
cited state is the 13.1 ke V state. 
The energy of the first excited state 
is given by Mazaki and Shimizu.6> 

The nuclear excitation energy of 
the -l + state approximately coincides 
with the energy difference of the 
electronic 6d812 and 6p81, levels6> (see 
Fig. 5(b)). 

Fig. 5. Nuclear and electronic levels in sssu. 
EN= (30±3)eV, 
E1 -E,= (33-3.3)eV=29.7 eV. 

Although the energy matching is good and the condition for the spin and parity 
(which will be given below) is satisfied, this case may not ·be useful. This is 
because the electrons in the n = 6 orbit are located at the distance far from the 
nucleus, and therefore the Coulomb interactions between the nucleus and electrons 
are too small. 

The energy difference of electronic 3Pa;2 and 3ds~ levels in Fig. 5(b) almost 
coincides with the nuclear excitation energy .of the -i+ state in Fig. 5 (a). 

EN=13.1 keV, 

E1-E2 = (17,168-3,728)eV =13,440 eV. 
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We shall discuss this case as one of the favorable cases to produce possible nu
clear excitation by electron transition. In this case, the condition for spin-parity 
is also fulfilled. The condition is as follows: In order to have nonzero value 
of the Coulomb interaction, ( W2J H'J W1) in Eq. (2), P'1 and P'2 should have the 
same spin and parity. Now let us denote 11 and 12 for the nuclear spins of the 
states ¢1 and ¢2, and J 1 and J 2 for the spins of the electron systems ¢h and ¢2, 

· respectively. We assume a case where J 1 is equal to the spin of the electron 
hole. The atom is, therefore, in the angular momentum state F. 

F1 for the state W1 = ¢1¢1 

and 

That is, we have 

I1+J1=F1 

and consequently the condition 

is required. In our case, 

11=+-. J1=!-

From Eq. (lOa) we have 

F 1 =2, 3, 4, 5 

and 

and 

and 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

That is, P'1 is a mixture of the 2+, 3+, 4+ and 5+ states and W2 is a mixture of 
the o+, 1 +, 2+ and 3+ states. Therefore, we have the common states of 2+ and 
3+ for W1 and W2, and the spin-parity condition is satisfied. Although we point 
out the spin-parity condition here, we do not develop the Racah algebra for 
our calculation. Instead, we shall show an order of magnitude calculation for 
the probability of formation of the 13.1 ke V state of 236U, since the wave func
tions of the nucleus and electrons are not- well known for our purpose. 

The off-diagonal matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction can be derived 
as follows: The Coulomb interaction in Eq, (3) is expanded into multi pole com
ponents, 

(11) 

For simplicity, we assume rN<r., and the contribution from the rN>r. part 1s 
neglected in the following calculation. E' in Eq. · (2) is given by 

Now let us denote the single-electron wave function of the orbit where electron 
hole exists by (/Jt· Integrating over the electron variables except for those which 
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belong to the electron jumping down, 

E' = ( 1/hr;h I H' 11/h rp2) 

= -4ne2ZL; - 1- rR I/J2*Y!m((}N, ¢N)rN11/Jld!JNrN2drN 
!m 2l+ 1 Jo -

X f" cp/Yi!;,((}., ¢.)r,-<1+1lcp2d!2,r,2d;,. (12) 

Here the electron wave function cp1 is for the orbit where the electron hole orig
inally exists, and rp2 for the orbit where the electron hole jumps up. 

For our particular example, the electric octupole has a nonzero value, and 
it is given by 

with 

92 aZ=-
137 

(13) 

and 

Here (rN3) is the off-diagonal matrix element of rN3, and (r,:-4) IS the off-diagonal 
matrix element of r, -•. These two quantities are given in units of the third and 
inverse fourth powers of the electron Compton wave length, respectively. 

Next we adopt the simplest approximation for the matrix elements: 

and (14) 

Here R is the nuclear radius and r n is the radius of the n-th Bohr orbit. (If we 
compute (r, -•) by adopting the electron wave functions for a hydrogen-like atom, 
we have nearly the same result as above.) Furthermore, we assume that the- elec
tric octupole matrix element is enhanced with a factor 10 because of the nuclear 
deformation character. Numerically, we have 

and 

and consequently 

E' ~ -0.04 eV. 

The mixing ratio 111 Eq. (2) IS given by 

E' -0.04 eV sin (} cos (} = 
E ( ?Jf1) - E ( ?Jf2) (13,440 -13,100) e V 

= -1.1 x w-4 

and 

x=tan28=1.2 X lQ- 8• 

(15) 

The probability of formation of nuclear excited state IS given by Eq. (9): 
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P -- (probability of annihilation of 3d8; 2 electron hole) 
-=------------------.2::...------'--------'- X 2x 
(probability of annihilation of 2p812 electron hole) 

'"'-'_!_X 2 X 1.2 X 10-8""'2.4 X 10-9• 

10 
(16) 

Here the factor 1/10 is simply assumed for the first factor in the first line of 
Eq. (16). Finally we have a very small probability of nuclear excitation by 
electron transition compared with the X-ray or Auger electron emission. 

§ 5. Discussion 

We have obtained an extremely small value of P"'-'2X 10-9 for the nuclear 
excitation of the 13.1 ke V state in 236U. Although this is a very rare event, it is not 
impossible to detect it since the decay of this state creates the 26 min metastable 
state which is subsequently deexcited by the internal conversion process. 

Since there is a possibility of chemical separation of 236U nuclei which are 
in the ex~ited states/> the nuclear excitation by electron transition is useful if P 
is appropriately large. At the present stage of investigation, the excitation of the 
13.1 ke V state is not appropriate for the purpose of mass production of enriched 
285U. It may, however, be useful for producing a small amount of the 100% pure 
235U, which is not available from conventional enriching procedures. The process 
is also useful for a calibration of the concentration of 235U if the process is es
tablished. For this experiment, we have to bombard the uranium atoms with 17.2 
ke V X rays or electrons. 

The direct excitation of the 30 e V state by the electron transition would be
come interesting if we can adjust the electronic energy level distances by means 
of chemical forms. The broadening of the width and the red shift of X-ray line 
under high pressures and temperatures may help the energy matching condition. 
We have still a difficulty that the level width of the 26 min state is extremely 
sharp. 

We have investigated the Coulomb interaction as the interaction mechanism. 
The other electromagnetic interactions should also be taken into consideration. 
For example, the magnetic quadrupole excitation should be studied for the 13.1 
ke V state in 285U. 

The author would like to thank Professor T. Otozai for stimulating discus
siOns on the possible chemical separation of 285U when the nuclei are in the ex
cited states. 
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